
ENGAGE FOR EACH
ACT FOR ALL EXCEPTIONAL

8 MARCH, INTERNATIONAL 
WOMEN’S DAY
A day dedicated to honouring the achievements of 
women throughout history and across the globe. It 
is a day for women from all different backgrounds 
and cultures to band together and to call for action 
in accelerating women’s equality. We can make 
change happen and create a gender-equal world.

In the CFDT we are fighting for a time when 
equality is the standard. We are leading the battle 
in advancing policies especially important to women, 
like equal pay, equal opportunities, no discrimination 
related to gender nor race. 

For more than 100 years, International Women’s Day 
has driven conversations, behaviours, and mindsets 
that can have an impact on our larger society. 

Let’s all work together to make change and to 
create a gender-equal world. We can all choose 
to be #égalEscfdt.

Monday 9th March, in solidarity, 
let’s mark this historic day 

by sharing around a coffee at 
16:00 in any of the coffee rooms 

across Amadeus. 

Don’t forget to take all precautions linked to COVID_19

#égalEscfdt

The average pay gap between 
women and men in the private 
sector is 18.5%.
(full-time equivalent)

Women hold 80% of 
part-time jobs.

In companies with more than 10 
employees, women represent 62% 
of paid employees at minimum 
SMIC.



PERMANENCES WEDNESDAYS
from 13:00 to 15:00

CFDT-AMADEUS.FR

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES ELECTED

Stéphane BROSSIDO
Member Logement committe 

Jean-Christophe AGUILAR
Member Economic  committe

Lionel MASSAT
Member Market committe

Sharon CROOKS
Member Egality M&W  committe

Alex BRAN
Member Market committe

Géraldine BRUNSTEIN
Substitute Secretary CSE

Ghislaine BEL-GENOVESI
Member Egality M&W

and Formation committes

Jérôme REYTINAT-ARDOUIN
Referent SSCT Committe

Mardjan
SARRAFAN

Alba
PEDREIRA

Caroline
ASTANI

Jean-Pierre
BOUTHERIN

Mathieu
TORRENTI

Emile
DE WEERD

Véronique THEVENET
Referent ETAM

Magali
HAYEM

  INCUMBENTS

Vidéo link

with team

SUBSTITUES

Do you want 
to subscribe 

to our monthy 
newsletter, 

contact or join 
our team.

In Sophia  in B172 

 D 1st wednesday
 D 3rd wednesday 

In Bel-Air  in BE2529 

 D 2nd wednesday
 D 4th wednesday 

or by RdV anytime, contact:
      

jreytinat@amadeus.com

If you printed, do not throw away, but please share with your colleagues


